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Abstract

In this paper, algorithms are used to compute distance-based
topological indices for the Complete Binary Tree (CBT) and the
Complete Ternary Tree (CTT). Computation of distance-based
topological indices is complex for varied heights of CBT and
CTT. Hence designed algorithms to compute distance between
any-to-any vertex made this possible to compute the required
topological indices for CBT and CTT. The distance calcula-
tor algorithm designed for this study can also be customized
in digital chemical structures, mathematical chemistry, network
traffic control in wireless networks, search applications, high
bandwidth routing, parse construction in compilers, and mem-
ory management.

c© 2024 University of Kashan Press. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction
In the concepts of applied mathematics, graphs are one of the powerful tools for representing and
understanding objects and their relationship in computer science, robotics, chemistry, physics,
biology, human sciences, data sciences, and several other fields [1, 2]. Calculation of distance-
based topological indices for dynamic graphs is more interesting and close to real-life problems.
Topological index is one of the numerical descriptors that represent the characteristics of a
graph with a single numeric value [3–5]. They are important in chemical graph theory to
develop quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs), and to define and understand
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the correlation between the molecules [3, 6–8]. Topological indices that manage calculations
based on the vertices are "degree-based topological indices" and those based on distance are
"distance-based topological indices" [9, 10].

In a rooted tree, the level of any vertex v is the length of the unique path from the root
to this vertex. A rooted tree is called an m-ary tree if every internal vertex has no more than
m children. The tree is called a full m-ary tree if every internal vertex has exactly m children
[2]. A full m-ary tree is a complete m-ary tree where all leaf vertices are at the same level. A
complete m-ary tree with m = 2 and m = 3 is called CBT (Complete Binary Tree) and CTT
(Complete Ternary Tree) respectively. Trees have wide applications in computer networks,
coding techniques, memory management, decision support systems, cryptography, and parallel
processing. A lot of mathematical properties of completem-ary trees have been evolved but still,
there is no property that can calculate the distance between any-to-any vertex for all vertices
of a tree one by one. For this purpose, a generalized algorithm is designed and implemented
to compute distance-based topological indices for graphs of any height. The outcomes of this
algorithm are outstanding and can be used in many other applications later on.

Calculation of distance-based topological indices for dynamic graphs is more interesting and
closer to real-life problems. In this article, CBT and CTT are considered to be dynamic in
nature due to their varied height. They are important in mathematical chemistry, by handling
chemical structures digitally and mathematically [11, 12]. In 1947, Harry Wiener introduced
the first distance-based topological index [13, 14]. To calculate the Wiener index, counts of
unique cycle paths are required [10]. By varying the height of the tree ultimately the size and
order of the tree also change thus the distance-based topological indices for each case need to
be re-calculated. In this paper, we produced a generalized dynamic system for the calculation
of distance-based topological indices including Weiner index, Hosoya polynomial, Schultz index
and generalized Schultz index [9, 10]. The distance calculator is designed for CBT and CTT
only for any height H. But this algorithm can be customized easily for any other rooted trees
or graphs that can be combinatorially mapped as rooted trees.

2 Distance-based topological indices
Let G be a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G), respectively. The distance between
vertex u and vertex v of graph G is d(u, v) and it is the shortest path between vertex u and v.
The degree of vertex v is represented by d(v). Wiener index [10] is defined as:

W =
∑

uvεV (G)

d(u, v). (1)

Hosoya polynomial of G is defined as [10]:

H =
∑

uvεV (G)

xd(u,v). (2)

Schultz index is defined as [15]:

S =
∑

uvεV (G)

{d(u) + d(v)}d(u, v). (3)

Modified Schultz index is defined as [15]:

S∗ =
∑

uvεV (G)

{d(u)× d(v)}d(u, v). (4)
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Table 1: Output of Algorithm 1 for m = 2 and H = 2.

Count of Distances
Vertices 1 2 3 4

1 2 4 0 0
2 2 1 2 0
3 2 0 0 0
4 0 1 1 2
5 0 0 1 2
6 0 1 0 0

No. of Paths 6 7 4 4

3 Algorithmic solution
Algorithmic solutions are alternate techniques to solve complex mathematical problems, in
almost all branches of the sciences [16–19]. They are like roadmaps for accomplishing a given
task in a well-defined and efficient way. Some well-known graph algorithms like breadth-first,
depth-first, spanning-tree, Dijkstra and Bellman-Ford are related to distance from a single
source to other vertices. Whereas the Floyd-Warshall algorithm consideres all pair’s shortest
distance that deals with weighted graphs [20]. Similarly, the algorithm designed in this article
computes the distance between vertices u ∈ V (G) and v ∈ V (G) where u 6= v for CBT and
CTT. All the algorithms devised in this article can be easily modified for other types of graphs
and trees for calculating distance-based topological indices.

In the design phase, Tree-of-Arrays (classical data structures) are used for clear depiction.
Whereas in the implementation phase 2D array is used for the sake of efficiency. To handle
the levels of trees, both iterative and recursive approaches are used in parallel. For the sake of
traversing, backtracking is used as an algorithm design strategy.

To speed up the traversing between the levels of CBT and CTT, inline functions are used
to probe the values of Left-Child, Right-Child, Mid-Child and Parent vertices. In CBT Left(u)
returns location 2× u, Right(u) returns location 2× u+1 and Parent(u) returns location bV2 c.
Similarly, in CTT, Left(u) returns location 3× u− 1 , Mid(u) returns location 3× u, Right(u)
returns location 3× u+ 1 and Parent(u) returns location bu3 + 0.5c.

Figure 1: Output of Algorithm 1 for m = 2 and H = 2.

Description of Algorithm 1: The algorithm takes two positive integers m and H as input
parameters. The output of the Algorithm 1 is a 2D array that stores the count of all vertices
that are at distance j for a vertex u. These distances are used to compute topological indices
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Algorithm 1 Distance-Calculator(m,H)

1: V ← (mH+1−1)
(m−1)

2: Distance← 2×H
3: Array[V ][Distance]← 0
4: for u← 1 to V
5: j ← 1
6: Fill(Array, u, root, j)
7: Back-Track(Array, u, root, j)
8: return Array

Fill(Array, u, v, j)
1: if (m = 2)
2: if (Right(u) ≤ V )
3: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 2
4: if (Right(Right(u))≤ V )
5: Apply recursive calls for all sub-child of u
6: if (m = 3)
7: if (Right(u) ≤ V )
8: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 3
9: if (Right(Right(u))≤ V )

10: Apply recursive calls for all sub-child of u
Back-Track(Array, u, v, j)
1: prev ← u
2: if (m = 2)
3: while (Parent(u)6= Right-Nodes())
4: if (prev = Left(Parent(u)))
5: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1
6: Call Fill for right sibling for j+1 distance
7: prev, u← Parent(u)
8: j ← j + 1
9: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1

10: Call Fill for right sibling for j+1 distance
11: if (m = 3)
12: while (Parent(u)6= Right-Nodes())
13: if (prev = Left(Parent(u)))
14: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1
15: Call Fill for mid and right siblings for j+1 distance
16: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1
17: if (prev = Mid(Parent(u)))
18: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1
19: Call Fill for right sibling for j+1 distance
20: prev, u← Parent(u)
21: j ← j + 1
22: if (prev = Left(Parent(u)))
23: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1
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24: Call Fill for mid and right siblings for j+1 distance
25: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1
26: else
27: Array[u][j]← Array[u][j] + 1
28: Call Fill for right sibling for j+1 distance

Table 2: The results of algorithms for m = 2 and H = 8 obtained, by implementing them in
computers.

H Weiner Hosoya x=1.1 Schultz Modified Schultz
1 3 3.41 10 6
2 21 26.25 150 114
3 105 148.41 1262 1066
4 465 760.51 8286 7386
5 1953 3759.66 47550 43706
6 8001 18337.43 251262 235386
7 32385 88992.56 1257214 1192698
8 130305 431105.97 6055422 5795322

in Algorithms 2 and 3. tree of arrays given in Figure 1 depicts the algorithmic results. Results
of the computer- generated in Algorithm 1 are tabulated in Table 1 for a particular example.
Description of Algorithm 2: This algorithm takes two positive integers m and H as input

Algorithm 2 Wiener-Hosoya(m,H,Array)

1: V ← (mH+1−1)
(m−1)

2: WeinerIndex← 0
3: for j ← 1 to Distance
4: HosoyaExp← 0
5: for i← 1 to V
6: WeinerIndex←WeinerIndex+Array[i][j]
7: HosoyaExp← HosoyaExp+Array[i][j]
8: HosoyaPol← HosoyaPol +HosoyaExp× xj

9: return WeinerIndex, HosoyaPol

parameters, and a 2D array (output of Algorithm 1) that has a count of all vertices which are
at distance j for a vertex u. Output of the algorithm is Weiner index and Hosoya polynomial
for CBT (m = 2) or CTT (m = 3). After experimenting with the computer by implementing
the Algorithms 1 and 2. The example of the computer-generated Algorithm 2 is tabulated in
Table 2.

Description of Algorithm 3: The algorithm takes two positive integers m and H as input
parameters. Output of the Algorithm 3 is the Schultz index and the modified Schultz index for
CBT and CTT.
The computer-generated Algorithm 3 is tabulated in Table 3. The topological indices are
compared and their comparison is important in this field of graph theory [21].
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Algorithm 3 Schultz-Indices(m,H)

1: V ← (mH+1−1)
(m−1)

2: Distance← 2×H
3: Array[V ][Distance]← 0
4: Sltz,MSltz ← 0
5: for u← 1 to V
6: j ← 1
7: Fill-Schultz(Array, u, root, j)
8: Back-Track-Schultz(Array, u, root, j)
9: return Sltz,MSltz

Fill-Schultz(Array, u, v, j)
1: if (m = 2)
2: if (Right(u) ≤ V )
3: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz of all sub-child for j distance
4: if (Right(Right(u))≤ V )
5: Apply recursive calls for all sub-child of u as v
6: if (m = 3)
7: if (Right(u) ≤ V )
8: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz of all sub-child for j distance
9: if (Right(Right(u))≤ V )

10: Apply recursive calls for all sub-child of u as v

Back-Track-Schultz(Array, u, v, j)
11: prev ← u
12: if (m = 2)
13: while (Parent(u) 6= Right-Nodes())
14: if (prev = Left(Parent(u)))
15: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz of right sibling for j+1 distance
16: Call Fill-Schultz on right sibling for j+1distance
17: prev, u← Parent(u)
18: j ← j + 1
19: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz of right sibling for j+1 distance
20: Call Fill-Schultz on right sibling for j+1 distance
21: if (m = 3)
22: while (Parent(u) 6= Right-Nodes())
23: if (prev = Left(Parent(u)))
24: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz of mid and right sibling for j+1 distance
25: Call Fill-Schultz on mid and right sibling for j+1 distance
26: if (prev = Mid(Parent(u)))
27: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz ofright sibling for j+1 distance
28: Call Fill-Schultz on right sibling for j+1 distance
29: prev, u← Parent(u)
30: j ← j + 1
31: if (prev = Left(Parent(u)))
32: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz of mid and right sibling for j+1 distance
33: Call Fill-Schultz on mid and right sibling for j+1 distance
34: else
35: Calculate Schultz and Modified Schultz of right sibling for j+1 distance
36: Call Fill-Schultz on right sibling for j+1 distance
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Table 3: The results of algorithms for m = 3 and H = 6, obtained by implementing them in
computers.

H Weiner Hosoya x=1.1 Schultz Modified Schultz
1 6 6.93 24 15
2 78 102.1 708 564
3 780 1193.9 12048 10527
4 7260 13239.42 164328 149928
5 66066 144838.92 1999464 1867695
6 596778 1579102.99 45557385 35320593

4 Conclusion

Algorithm 1 provides us the analysis of all possible paths in CBT and CTT. It can help in ana-
lyzing wireless networks [22], for better network traffic control, as these network algorithms are
practical applications of m-ary trees. Algorithms 1 to 3 calculated distance-based topological
indices for both CBT and CTT, which are the representation of distance-based characteristics
of the CBT, and the CTT. These results will enhance the research for optimization in the appli-
cations of these trees, including search applications, digital chemical structures, mathematical
chemistry, high bandwidth routing, parse construction in compilers, and memory management.

The outcomes of this research are helpful for the fields of mathematics, mathematical chem-
istry, digital structures and computer science. At first, it computes distance-based topological
indices of CBT and CTT for any height. These results are quite significant due to dynamic size of
CBT and CTT, which is not possible without algorithmic approach. Results give a comparison
between different indices on CBT and CTT, also the results can be compared with other graph
families. Secondly distance calculator algorithm for CBT and CTT can be further modified to
find the shortest path between any-to-any nodes of network graphs. Given algorithm is valid
for any height as long as resources of computer supports, and its output can be used in plenty of
computer applications like high-bandwidth routers, chemical structure digital analysis, search
applications, grammar checking applications, p2p programs, specialized image-signatures, video
games, implementing efficient priority-queues, scheduling processes, cryptographic applications,
and memory management.
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